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Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the inspiration which 
emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of this order with a glass of some 
good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edges had a rather narrow range of application 
until summer 2009, when we added Text cuts. Regula was a Baroque alphabet faithfully taken over 
from a historical model including its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It reminds a nature of let-
terpress, but if we were to be consistent, the letters which repeat themselves should also differ from 
each other, which is difficult in the case of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straight-
ened lines and even angularity of Italics, so it can be used for longest texts. Agreeable distraction ex-
perienced when working on Regula Text will probably feel also a reader bored by common overused 
fonts. The typeface looks best in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but can be largely used on posters as well. 
It will certainly find its own niche in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely 

Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the in-
spiration which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of 
this order with a  glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edg-
es had a  rather narrow range of application until summer 2009, when we added Text 
cuts. Regula was a  Baroque alphabet faithfully taken over from a  historical model in-
cluding its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It reminds a  nature of letterpress, but 
if we were to be consistent, the letters which repeat themselves should also differ 
from each other, which is difficult in the case of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, reg-
ular shapes, straightened lines and even angularity of Italics, so it can be used for long-
est texts. Agreeable distraction experienced when working on Regula Text will proba-
bly feel also a reader bored by common overused fonts. The typeface looks best in sizes 
about 8 – 12 points, but can be largely used on posters as well. It will certainly find its 
own niche in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely suited basic 
typeface for “Spa Guest” – the oldest samizdat in Bohemia, issued by Regula Pragensis.) 

Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the in-
spiration which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of 
this order with a glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edges 
had a rather narrow range of application until summer 2009, when we added Text cuts. 
Regula was a Baroque alphabet faithfully taken over from a historical model including 
its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It reminds a nature of letterpress, but if we 
were to be consistent, the letters which repeat themselves should also differ from each 
other, which is difficult in the case of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, 
straightened lines and even angularity of Italics, so it can be used for longest texts. 
Agreeable distraction experienced when working on Regula Text will probably feel 
also a reader bored by common overused fonts. The typeface looks best in sizes about 8 

– 12 points, but can be largely used on posters as well. It will certainly find its own niche 
in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely suited basic type-
face for “Spa Guest” – the oldest samizdat in Bohemia, issued by Regula Pragensis.) 
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Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the inspiration which ema-
nates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of this order with a glass of some good beverage. 
Initially digitized font with jagged edges had a rather narrow range of application until summer 2009, when 
we added Text cuts. Regula was a Baroque alphabet faithfully taken over from a historical model including 
its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It reminds a nature of letterpress, but if we were to be consistent, the 
letters which repeat themselves should also differ from each other, which is difficult in the case of digital setting. 
Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straightened lines and even angularity of Italics, so it can be used for longest 
texts. Agreeable distraction experienced when working on Regula Text will probably feel also a reader bored 
by common overused fonts. The typeface looks best in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but can be largely used on 
posters as well. It will certainly find its own niche in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Pur-
posely suited basic typeface for “Spa Guest” – the oldest samizdat in Bohemia, issued by Regula Pragensis.) 

Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the inspiration 
which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of this order with a glass of 
some good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edges had a rather narrow range of applica-
tion until summer 2009, when we added Text cuts. Regula was a Baroque alphabet faithfully taken 
over from a historical model including its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It reminds a nature of 
letterpress, but if we were to be consistent, the letters which repeat themselves should also differ from 
each other, which is difficult in the case of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straight-
ened lines and even angularity of Italics, so it can be used for longest texts. Agreeable distraction 
experienced when working on Regula Text will probably feel also a reader bored by common overused 
fonts. The typeface looks best in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but can be largely used on posters as well. 
It will certainly find its own niche in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely 
suited basic typeface for “Spa Guest” – the oldest samizdat in Bohemia, issued by Regula Pragensis.) 

Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the inspiration 
which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of this order with 
a glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edges had a rather narrow 
range of application until summer 2009, when we added Text cuts. Regula was a Baroque 
alphabet faithfully taken over from a  historical model including its inaccuracies and uneven 
letter edges. It reminds a nature of letterpress, but if we were to be consistent, the letters which 
repeat themselves should also differ from each other, which is difficult in the case of digital set-
ting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straightened lines and even angularity of Italics, so 
it can be used for longest texts. Agreeable distraction experienced when working on Regula 
Text will probably feel also a reader bored by common overused fonts. The typeface looks best 
in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but can be largely used on posters as well. It will certainly find 
its own niche in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely suited basic 
typeface for “Spa Guest” – the oldest samizdat in Bohemia, issued by Regula Pragensis.) 
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Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the inspiration 
which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of this order with 
a glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edges had a rather narrow 
range of application until summer 2009, when we added Text cuts. Regula was a Baroque al-
phabet faithfully taken over from a historical model including its inaccuracies and uneven let-
ter edges. It reminds a nature of letterpress, but if we were to be consistent, the letters which 
repeat themselves should also differ from each other, which is difficult in the case of digital 
setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straightened lines and even angularity of Italics, 
so it can be used for longest texts. Agreeable distraction experienced when working on Reg-
ula Text will probably feel also a reader bored by common overused fonts. The typeface looks 
best in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but can be largely used on posters as well. It will certainly 

Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the in-
spiration which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of 
this order with a glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edges 
had a rather narrow range of application until summer 2009, when we added Text cuts. 
Regula was a Baroque alphabet faithfully taken over from a historical model including 
its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It reminds a nature of letterpress, but if we 
were to be consistent, the letters which repeat themselves should also differ from each 
other, which is difficult in the case of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, 
straightened lines and even angularity of Italics, so it can be used for longest texts. 
Agreeable distraction experienced when working on Regula Text will probably feel also 
a reader bored by common overused fonts. The typeface looks best in sizes about 8 – 12 
points, but can be largely used on posters as well. It will certainly find its own niche 
in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely suited basic type-
face for “Spa Guest” – the oldest samizdat in Bohemia, issued by Regula Pragensis.) 

Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of 
the inspiration which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the 
members of this order with a glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font 
with jagged edges had a  rather narrow range of application until summer 2009, 
when we added Text cuts. Regula was a  Baroque alphabet faithfully taken over 
from a  historical model including its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It re-
minds a nature of letterpress, but if we were to be consistent, the letters which 
repeat themselves should also differ from each other, which is difficult in the case 
of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straightened lines and even 
angularity of Italics, so it can be used for longest texts. Agreeable distraction ex-
perienced when working on Regula Text will probably feel also a reader bored by 
common overused fonts. The typeface looks best in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but 
can be largely used on posters as well. It will certainly find its own niche in book 
design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely suited basic typeface 
for “Spa Guest” – the oldest samizdat in Bohemia, issued by Regula Pragensis.) 
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Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the inspiration which 
emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of this order with a glass of some 
good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edges had a  rather narrow range of application 
until summer 2009, when we added Text cuts. Regula was a Baroque alphabet faithfully taken over 
from a historical model including its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It reminds a nature of let-
terpress, but if we were to be consistent, the letters which repeat themselves should also differ from each 
other, which is difficult in the case of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straightened 
lines and even angularity of Italics, so it can be used for longest texts. Agreeable distraction experi-
enced when working on Regula Text will probably feel also a reader bored by common overused fonts. 
The typeface looks best in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but can be largely used on posters as well. It will 
certainly find its own niche in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely suit-

Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the inspira-
tion which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of this order with 
a glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edges had a rather narrow 
range of application until summer 2009, when we added Text cuts. Regula was a Baroque 
alphabet faithfully taken over from a historical model including its inaccuracies and uneven 
letter edges. It reminds a nature of letterpress, but if we were to be consistent, the letters which 
repeat themselves should also differ from each other, which is difficult in the case of digital 
setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straightened lines and even angularity of Italics, 
so it can be used for longest texts. Agreeable distraction experienced when working on Regula 
Text will probably feel also a reader bored by common overused fonts. The typeface looks best 
in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but can be largely used on posters as well. It will certainly find 
its own niche in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely suited basic 
typeface for “Spa Guest” – the oldest samizdat in Bohemia, issued by Regula Pragensis.) 

Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the 
inspiration which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members 
of this order with a  glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged 
edges had a  rather narrow range of application until summer 2009, when we added 
Text cuts. Regula was a Baroque alphabet faithfully taken over from a historical model 
including its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It reminds a nature of letterpress, but 
if we were to be consistent, the letters which repeat themselves should also differ from 
each other, which is difficult in the case of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular 
shapes, straightened lines and even angularity of Italics, so it can be used for longest 
texts. Agreeable distraction experienced when working on Regula Text will probably feel 
also a  reader bored by common overused fonts. The typeface looks best in sizes about 
8 – 12 points, but can be largely used on posters as well. It will certainly find its own 
niche in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely suited basic type-
face for “Spa Guest” – the oldest samizdat in Bohemia, issued by Regula Pragensis.) 
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Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the inspira-
tion which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of this order 
with a glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edges had a rather 
narrow range of application until summer 2009, when we added Text cuts. Regula was a Ba-
roque alphabet faithfully taken over from a historical model including its inaccuracies and 
uneven letter edges. It reminds a nature of letterpress, but if we were to be consistent, the let-
ters which repeat themselves should also differ from each other, which is difficult in the case 
of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straightened lines and even angularity 
of Italics, so it can be used for longest texts. Agreeable distraction experienced when working 
on Regula Text will probably feel also a reader bored by common overused fonts. The typeface 
looks best in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but can be largely used on posters as well. It will certain-

Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of 
the inspiration which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the 
members of this order with a glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font 
with jagged edges had a  rather narrow range of application until summer 2009, 
when we added Text cuts. Regula was a  Baroque alphabet faithfully taken over 
from a  historical model including its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It re-
minds a nature of letterpress, but if we were to be consistent, the letters which re-
peat themselves should also differ from each other, which is difficult in the case 
of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straightened lines and even 
angularity of Italics, so it can be used for longest texts. Agreeable distraction ex-
perienced when working on Regula Text will probably feel also a reader bored by 
common overused fonts. The typeface looks best in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but 
can be largely used on posters as well. It will certainly find its own niche in book 
design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely suited basic typeface 

Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of 
the inspiration which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the 
members of this order with a glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font 
with jagged edges had a rather narrow range of application until summer 2009, 
when we added Text cuts. Regula was a Baroque alphabet faithfully taken over 
from a historical model including its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It re-
minds a nature of letterpress, but if we were to be consistent, the letters which 
repeat themselves should also differ from each other, which is difficult in the case 
of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straightened lines and even 
angularity of Italics, so it can be used for longest texts. Agreeable distraction ex-
perienced when working on Regula Text will probably feel also a reader bored by 
common overused fonts. The typeface looks best in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but 
can be largely used on posters as well. It will certainly find its own niche in book 
design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely suited basic typeface 
for “Spa Guest” – the oldest samizdat in Bohemia, issued by Regula Pragensis.) 
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Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the inspi-
ration which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of this order 
with a  glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edges had a  rather 
narrow range of application until summer 2009, when we added Text cuts. Regula was a Ba-
roque alphabet faithfully taken over from a  historical model including its inaccuracies and 
uneven letter edges. It reminds a nature of letterpress, but if we were to be consistent, the let-
ters which repeat themselves should also differ from each other, which is difficult in the case 
of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straightened lines and even angularity 
of Italics, so it can be used for longest texts. Agreeable distraction experienced when working 
on Regula Text will probably feel also a reader bored by common overused fonts. The typeface 
looks best in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but can be largely used on posters as well. It will certain-

Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the 
inspiration which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of 
this order with a glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edges 
had a rather narrow range of application until summer 2009, when we added Text cuts. 
Regula was a Baroque alphabet faithfully taken over from a historical model includ-
ing its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It reminds a nature of letterpress, but if we 
were to be consistent, the letters which repeat themselves should also differ from each 
other, which is difficult in the case of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, 
straightened lines and even angularity of Italics, so it can be used for longest texts. 
Agreeable distraction experienced when working on Regula Text will probably feel also 
a reader bored by common overused fonts. The typeface looks best in sizes about 8 – 12 
points, but can be largely used on posters as well. It will certainly find its own niche 
in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely suited basic type-
face for “Spa Guest” – the oldest samizdat in Bohemia, issued by Regula Pragensis.) 

Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of 
the inspiration which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the 
members of this order with a glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font 
with jagged edges had a rather narrow range of application until summer 2009, 
when we added Text cuts. Regula was a Baroque alphabet faithfully taken over 
from a historical model including its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It re-
minds a nature of letterpress, but if we were to be consistent, the letters which re-
peat themselves should also differ from each other, which is difficult in the case 
of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straightened lines and even 
angularity of Italics, so it can be used for longest texts. Agreeable distraction ex-
perienced when working on Regula Text will probably feel also a reader bored by 
common overused fonts. The typeface looks best in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but 
can be largely used on posters as well. It will certainly find its own niche in book 
design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely suited basic typeface 
for “Spa Guest” – the oldest samizdat in Bohemia, issued by Regula Pragensis.) 
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Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the inspiration which 
emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of this order with a glass of some 
good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edges had a rather narrow range of application until 
summer 2009, when we added Text cuts. Regula was a Baroque alphabet faithfully taken over from 
a historical model including its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It reminds a nature of letterpress, 
but if we were to be consistent, the letters which repeat themselves should also differ from each other, 
which is difficult in the case of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straightened lines 
and even angularity of Italics, so it can be used for longest texts. Agreeable distraction experienced 
when working on Regula Text will probably feel also a reader bored by common overused fonts. 
The typeface looks best in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but can be largely used on posters as well. It 
will certainly find its own niche in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely 

Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the inspiration 
which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of this order with 
a glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edges had a rather narrow 
range of application until summer 2009, when we added Text cuts. Regula was a Baroque al-
phabet faithfully taken over from a historical model including its inaccuracies and uneven let-
ter edges. It reminds a nature of letterpress, but if we were to be consistent, the letters which 
repeat themselves should also differ from each other, which is difficult in the case of digital 
setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straightened lines and even angularity of Italics, so 
it can be used for longest texts. Agreeable distraction experienced when working on Regula 
Text will probably feel also a reader bored by common overused fonts. The typeface looks 
best in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but can be largely used on posters as well. It will certainly 
find its own niche in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely suited 
basic typeface for “Spa Guest” – the oldest samizdat in Bohemia, issued by Regula Pragensis.) 

Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the 
inspiration which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of 
this order with a glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edges 
had a rather narrow range of application until summer 2009, when we added Text cuts. 
Regula was a Baroque alphabet faithfully taken over from a historical model including 
its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It reminds a nature of letterpress, but if we 
were to be consistent, the letters which repeat themselves should also differ from each 
other, which is difficult in the case of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, 
straightened lines and even angularity of Italics, so it can be used for longest texts. 
Agreeable distraction experienced when working on Regula Text will probably feel also 
a reader bored by common overused fonts. The typeface looks best in sizes about 8 – 12 
points, but can be largely used on posters as well. It will certainly find its own niche 
in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely suited basic type-
face for “Spa Guest” – the oldest samizdat in Bohemia, issued by Regula Pragensis.) 
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Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the inspiration which 
emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of this order with a glass of some 
good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edges had a rather narrow range of application un-
til summer 2009, when we added Text cuts. Regula was a Baroque alphabet faithfully taken over 
from a historical model including its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It reminds a nature of let-
terpress, but if we were to be consistent, the letters which repeat themselves should also differ from 
each other, which is difficult in the case of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straight-
ened lines and even angularity of Italics, so it can be used for longest texts. Agreeable distraction ex-
perienced when working on Regula Text will probably feel also a reader bored by common overused 
fonts. The typeface looks best in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but can be largely used on posters as well. 
It will certainly find its own niche in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely 

Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the inspiration 
which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of this order with 
a glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edges had a rather narrow 
range of application until summer 2009, when we added Text cuts. Regula was a Baroque 
alphabet faithfully taken over from a historical model including its inaccuracies and uneven 
letter edges. It reminds a nature of letterpress, but if we were to be consistent, the letters which 
repeat themselves should also differ from each other, which is difficult in the case of digital 
setting. Now, it has quiet, regular shapes, straightened lines and even angularity of Italics, 
so it can be used for longest texts. Agreeable distraction experienced when working on Reg-
ula Text will probably feel also a reader bored by common overused fonts. The typeface looks 
best in sizes about 8 – 12 points, but can be largely used on posters as well. It will certainly 
find its own niche in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely suited 
basic typeface for “Spa Guest” – the oldest samizdat in Bohemia, issued by Regula Pragensis.) 

Regula is named after the secular monastic order Regula Pragensis, in honour of the in-
spiration which emanates from every moment spent in the presence of the members of 
this order with a glass of some good beverage. Initially digitized font with jagged edg-
es had a rather narrow range of application until summer 2009, when we added Text 
cuts. Regula was a Baroque alphabet faithfully taken over from a historical model in-
cluding its inaccuracies and uneven letter edges. It reminds a nature of letterpress, but 
if we were to be consistent, the letters which repeat themselves should also differ from 
each other, which is difficult in the case of digital setting. Now, it has quiet, regular 
shapes, straightened lines and even angularity of Italics, so it can be used for longest 
texts. Agreeable distraction experienced when working on Regula Text will probably 
feel also a reader bored by common overused fonts. The typeface looks best in sizes about 
8 – 12 points, but can be largely used on posters as well. It will certainly find its own 
niche in book design, cultural events and corporate identity. (Purposely suited basic 
typeface for “Spa Guest” – the oldest samizdat in Bohemia, issued by Regula Pragensis.) 


